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Session Comments 

Questions and Doubts 

What comes after placemaking? What is the next trend & (how) can archaeology contribute to that 
phase? 

What can archaeology learn from urbanism? How does archaeology tit into the future of cities? And the 
rapidly urbanizing world?  

Projects that start ½ bottom-up usually end in the creation of a “foundation”, legal figure to access to 
funds. At this point, purposes change a little bit on the essence of these projects…or not? 
 

Suggestions 

To improve or to make evaluation system to contrast the role of archaeology in the context of special 
planning 

First step for (place making) would be to add an ethnographical research to understand the impact that 
our “archaeological work” will have, because the 1st would be to avoid negative social experiences- if we 
make neighbours to lose their unique public square for months, this is not going to work even if we 
develop integrating activities or community archaeology actions. 

Create new valid figures and ways for access to funding- the current ones at Spain leave without power 
of decision to different sectors of society.  

Re-act with the interpretative centres. Empower those existing structures into force also for 
development  
 

Critics 

Spatial-panning + archaeology: - disconnected, - out of context, -hard to engage 

There is a specific WG for education & training. WG9! 

Spanish “community” processes are more on participation/ dissemination. It is hard to define 
“community”, inhabitants of a villa  

Sometimes vocational could be understood as a “hobby”- And this leads processes of precariousness on 
our field of work   



Multi-layers space on rural dimension has been conditioned by “expropriations” and also “looting”. 
Adding processes of abandon and exodus.  

Driven decisions made by experts and powerful stakeholders in the end. Lack of sustainability not only 
on an economical dimension, also on the bottom-up process itself.  
 

Likes 

We collect a lot of information and we can use in different purposes. But whom enters in those records? 
 

Another sort of comments 

 
 
 
 

 


